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In line with our policy of continuous improvement, we reserve the right to make design or product alterations without prior notice.  
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Perancea readily provides a comprehensive and highly cost-effective in-house customisation 
service for small and large batch quantity production. Our extensive facilities include Machining,   
Punching, Drilling, Milling, Tapping, Engraving and Fine Tolerance Sheet Metalwork.
   We can also deliver our enclosures Painted and RFI/EMI Shielded, as well as Screen Printed to 
exacting requirements. All Perancea products can easily be modified, including machining holes, 
cutouts, apertures and more, to precise specifications. We can deliver ready for immediate 
assembly without the need for further machining or finishing operations, saving valuable time
and the unnecessary costs of double handling.
   Our high quality and fast turn around services mean efficient supplies exactly to your 
specification when required, obviating the need for further work and its associated 
sub-contracting costs.   

Customising

Dimensions:  Positional measurements should be shown from centre lines, as mouldings have a draft angle. If this is not possible, then it 
should be stated whether dimensions are taken at the open or closed end of the box, and whether internal or external.

Tolerances:  Positional tolerances and hole/aperture sizes are normally 50.2mm. Closer tolerances can be achieved where required, and 
these should be clearly marked on the drawing. 

Machining:  As well as punching, drilling & milling holes & cut-outs, we can machine out internal ribs & bosses where clearance is required.

Materials:  Subject to economical quantities and the compatibility of our tooling with chosen materials, our enclosures can be moulded in 
alternative materials, including Flame Retardant ABS to UL94-VO.

Colour:  Subject to economical quantity, Perancea enclosures can be moulded in alternative colours. They can also be colour matched to 
specific requirements. However, it is important to note that even colour matched materials  can vary slightly in shade. For smaller quantities, 
decorative painting is an option and metal panels can be painted or plated according to choice.

Internal Mountings:  Where PCB mounting bosses are provided, these, in most circumstances, can have threaded bushes inserted. Thread 
size of the bush is governed by the diameter of the boss. Chassis and bracketry can be manufactured in a range of materials and finishes, with 
threaded bushes, pillars or tapped holes produced to meet your requirements.

External Mountings:  We can fabricate screw-on lugs or backplates to specification if external fixings are required.

Printing:  We can generally print to your requirements on any face of any enclosure, either from camera-ready artwork or, if preferred, we 
can produce artwork from a layout drawing. Printing can provided in more than one colour.

Special Sizes:  Subject to economical quantities and utilising our low volume tooling facility, we can make affordable moulds to produce 
enclosures in special sizes, tailored to your specific requirements. Alternatively, simple designs can be vacuum formed (see below) which 
involves much lower tooling costs.

Custom Panels:  Where quantities permit, it can be cost-effective to mould custom panels with apertures and mounting bosses in. Should 
this not be feasible due to strength or cost, Perancea can machine custom metal panels to suit.

RFI/EMI Screening:  Perancea moulded enclosures can be spray painted, inside and out, with conductive paint to reduce or prevent RFI/
EMI (see separate leaflet).

Painting:  Metal panels can be painted to the colour of your choice, as can mouldings using paint specifically developed to adhere to     
plastic. In either case, this is best carried out after machining, as further work could mar the finish.

Vacuum Forming:  A wide range of shapes and sizes can be produced with vacuum technology using a variety of materials and colours. 
Low tooling costs make it ideal for low volume runs, prototypes & products where custom appearance is required but tooling budgets are 
limited (see separate leaflet).

Specifying Custom Options


